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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract - Internet is huge and prominent source of data, information, and different type of services. The Domain Name System 

(DNS) is a critical component of the Internet infrastructure, provides the translation of easy to remember domain name to IP address, 

for network services and applications. Denial of Service (DoS) attack usually either involves attackers sending messages to exploit 

certain vulnerabilities leading to the abnormality or paralysis of business systems, or sending a massive amount of regular messages 

quickly to a single node to run out the system resources resulting in business system failure.  A DNS amplification attack is a type of 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack that takes advantage of the fact that a small DNS query can generate a much larger 

response. Our proposed approach achieves accuracy for use different types of query and also using this combine approach to detecting 

and protecting DNS Amplification attack. 

 

Index Terms - Domain Name System(DNS), Distributed Denial of service(DDoS), DNS amplification attacks 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

            Denial of service (DoS) attacks has become a major threat to current computer networks.   A Denial of Service (DoS) attack 

usually either involves attackers sending messages to exploit certain vulnerabilities leading to the abnormality or paralysis of 

business systems, or sending a massive amount of regular messages quickly to a single node to run out the system resources 

resulting in business system failure.In general, DDoS attacks can be divided into the bandwidth based attack, application based 

attack, traffic based attack. Denial of service attacks is difficult to detect and mitigate 
[9]

. 

Domain Name System (DNS) amplification attacks are a type of powerful distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) reflection attack 

that have a long history dating back to the “Smurf” attack in 1997. Today’s DNS amplification attacks are even stronger, can slow 

down Internet access and cause significant damage to the intended target. 
[10]

. 

 

DoS attacks can be roughly classified into three types, based on their targets and layers: 

 

 Network layer - attacks on network bandwidth resources 

 Transmission layer - attacks on connection resources 

 Application layer - attacks on computing resources 

 

II. BACKGROUND THEORY 

 

           DNS Amplification Attack 

These DDoS attacks are becoming more sophisticated, making it hard for packet filters to catch the traffic. This urges to push 

the filtering towards the name server, so that the defence mechanisms can also become more sophisticated. 

 

In order to launch a DNS amplification reflection attack the attacker needs to perform two tasks. First the attacker spoofs the 

address of the victim. This is the reflection part; it will cause all the replies from the DNS server to be directed to the victim's 

server. This can easily be done since in UDP no handshake (like in TCP) is being done between the client and the server. 

Secondly the requester searches for responses that are several times bigger than the request. The attacker achieves an 

amplification factor because the response is many times larger than the request. The amplification can even be larger when 

DNSSEC is used, because of the signatures used the size of the response increases. 

 

Now the attacker is ready to perform the attack. The attacker sends a stream of small queries originating from a group of 

infected computers to one or multiple authoritative DNS servers. The DNS servers will then reply to the resolver. However, 

because the attacker spoofed the address of the victim, all the traffic is directed to the victim. 
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Fig: 1 DNS Amplification Attack 

[11] 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

Georgios Kambourakis, Tassos Moschos et al [1] present a novel, simple, and practical scheme that enable administrators to 

distinguish between genuine and falsified DNS replies. Its monitoring in real time DNS traffic and altering security supervisors when 

necessary. Use firewall by automatically updating rules to ban bogus packets. They argue that the solution based on one –to –one 

mapping of DNS requests and responses. They also used the DNS amplification attacks detector (DAAD) detection logic.  

 

Marios Anagnostopoulos, Stefanos Gritzalis et al [2] proposed a model in which DNSSEC-powered amplification attack which use 

benefits of more number of DNS forwarders. For their proposed scheme they argue that compared to normal amplification attack the 

method don’t need revocation of need of aggressor for the botnet and elimination of virtually traces that used towards disclosing the 

attacker action for true identification. 

 

The experimental result they have shown based on the data from three countries and the forwarder from these countries might be 

easily recruited by attacker. They also show that with the help of legacy PC equipment and a certain degree of reconnaissance one is 

able to achieve an amplification factor that between 37 and 44. 

 

Amir Herzberg, Haya Shulman et al [3] provides model for the defense against DNS amplification attack. They argue that their 

proposal effectively prevent DNS based amplification. They present the theoretic model analysis and predicating that the model is 

adopted vastly. The propose model also gives enough support to reduce the threats of dns amplification attack. In the proposed 

scheme they also suggest the way to reduce the cost and provides the additional defense for the dns server. Their mechanism also 

produces a list of `good' DNS resolvers and resolvers' platforms as well as potentially compromised (suspect) hosts. The model is of 

independent interest and can be used to analyze defenses against different types of DoS attacks. 

 

Tassos Moschos, Dimitris Geneiatakis [4] proposed model present and evaluate a novel and practical method that is able to 

distinguish between authentic and bogus DNS replies. The proposed scheme can effectively protect local DNS servers acting both 

proactively and reactively. The argue that in its current pilot stage the proposed solution is practical and easy to implement in any 

network realm. Moreover, test results showed that is effective and can be easily parameterized to fit properly into any network 

domain. The futures work the mentioned that they shall investigate alternative and more efficient data stores like Bloom Filters. This 

would not only improve the performance of the DAAD tool, but make it scalable as well. 

 

 Muhammad Yesir, Feroz Ahmed at el [22] proposed scheme which can effectively protect DNS servers acting both proactively 

and reactively. Authors shown DNS DDoS attack and also suggest a mechanism that can protect a DNS server from amplifying DDoS 

attacks especially the attacks targeting the bandwidth consumption of the victim server. They also propose a new defense based on IP 

tables and routine fail2ban detection. The attack flow detection mechanism detects attach flows based on the indication or stress at the 

server, since it is getting more difficult to identify bad flows only based on the incoming traffic patterns. 

The proposed mechanism is based on three key ideas. The first one is an IP table’s scheme in the first stage, which protects the servers 

from a sudden surge of attack flows. In second one is to stop unauthorized recursion by trusted network list allow in bind. They also 

set response rate limit in bind. The amplification of illegitimate responses can be limited by implementing RRL on authoritative name 

servers. RRL can prevent false positives by setting SLIP. Authors also investigated the condition to detect the victim servers and 

freeze the white list based on the server response time in detail. The third key idea is to detect attack flows based on the concept of a 

white list based admission control defined for each pair of client and server IP addresses in the second stage. 
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COMPARISON OF VARIOUS RESEARCH SCHEMES 

The table below shows a short comparison about the various schemes proposed by a researcher by taking different parameters. The table 

gives the description about the basic technique used with the benefits that researcher gets the limitations found in schemes. 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison study 

 

IV. OUR CONTRIBUTION 
In proposed method we check DNS message type. it can be request or response .If DNS message type is response then execute the 

left part of flow chart .Else execute the right part of the flow chart. 

The proposed system flowchart as shown in fig. 2. 
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Fig : 2 system Flow chart 
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Georgios et. al [1]   x       x DAAD MODEL 

Marios et. al [2] x x   x x x FIRE WALL 
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x     x x x 
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MECHANISM 

Tassos et. al [4] X     x x   DAAD MODEL 
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V. CONCLUSION 

   DNS amplification attack majorly affects the network usage as well client. By working at both the side client and server we can 

achieve greater security against attack. As server also support to stop attack client work with fewer burdens. So, by customizing 

security methods and by working on more than one type of attacks as well parameters we can achieve greater security with less 

overhead. 
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